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Executive Summary
CRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS:
A comparison of four small downtowns and the codes used to shape their built form
Per Lundberg
April 2014

F

rom a case study of three communities and four study areas, the research
investigates and evaluates four types of planning controls including a
traditional zoning by-law (Township of Cramahe, ON), a hybrid formbased code/traditional zoning-bylaw
(Truro, NS), a form-based code
(downtown Sylvan Lake, AB) and an
urban design guideline (50th Street,
Sylvan Lake, AB).
The research question asked is:
What are the relative advantages of
hybrid-zoning (HZ), form-based

Downtown Colborne, ON
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

codes (FBC), and urban design
guidelines (UDG) compared to
traditional/Euclidian zoning for
guiding the improvement of the built
form of a small town central
business district?
The research method used is a
qualitative case study research design

Downtown Truro, NS
Source: Google Street View (2014)

using observation, interviews and
document review to evaluate the built

form and plan of each of the study areas. Evaluation criteria summarized in Table Exec-4
(p. iv) were developed primarily from the work of Philip Walker and Kent Robertson on
the revitalization of small community downtowns. The 2013 book Measuring Urban
Design by Reid Ewing and Otto Clemente provided the method and variables to evaluate

the built form of the study areas as it related to the good downtown principles of
pedestrian-friendliness, heritage
preservation and mixed-uses.
All of the plans evaluated date
from 2007 or later and no significant
re-development of the case study areas
has occurred using these plans. The
existing built form of the study areas
varied greatly from poor to very good
as did the evaluated planning

Lakeshore Drive –Downtown Sylvan Lake, AB
Source: Google Street View (2014)

documents which varied from fair to
very good (Table Exec-1 & 2, p. iii). The traditional Euclidian zoning bylaw of the
Township of Cramahe scored least well in terms of providing the type of physical design
guidance necessary to improve the
streetscape in accordance with the five
principles of good downtowns
developed for the research (Table
Exec-4, p. iv). The evaluated formbased code and hybrid-zoning of
downtown Sylvan Lake, AB and
Truro, NS, respectively, scored the

50th Street (Main Street) – Sylvan Lake, AB
Source: Wikipedia (2014)

highest.

The report recommends that the Township of Cramahe adopt the type of urban
design guidance provided in the award winning Town of Truro Land Use ByLaw. Formbased codes are the current ideal in terms of regulating built form to achieve a pedestrianfriendly streetscape but they are a significant change from the typical land use based
zoning. Hybrid zoning maintains continuity with existing zoning practices while
introducing urban design controls into a regulatory document similar to a form-based
code. With its closer connection to existing zoning practices, hybrid zoning is likely
easier for smaller municipalities with less resources to support and develop.
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Table Exec-1: Built Form Evaluation Summary
Downtown
Colborne

Downtown Truro

Downtown
Sylvan Lake

Main Street Sylvan
Lake

IMAGEABILITY

ENCLOSURE

HUMAN SCALE

TRANSPARENCY

COMPLEXITY

OVERALL
EVALUATION

Table Exec-2: Plan Evaluation Summary
Downtown
Colborne

Downtown
Truro

Downtown
Sylvan Lake

Main Street
Sylvan Lake

CLEAR PHYSICAL PLAN
DOWNTOWN HERITAGE
PRESERVATION
PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLINESS

FOLLOW DESIGN GUIDELINES
MIX USES/MULTI-FUNCTIONAL
DOWNTOWN
OVERALL
EVALUATION

.
Table Exec-3: Ranking Scheme
Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

iii

Excellent

Table Exec-4 – Evaluation Criteria
GOOD DOWNTOWN
PRINCIPLE
1

CLEAR PHYSICAL
PLAN

EVALUATION CRITERIA




2

DOWNTOWN
HERITAGE
PRESERVATION



FORM BASED CODE PURPOSE/INTENT

Clear goals, objectives,
priorities.
Downtown principles 2-5 are
followed



Heritage preservation is
incorporated




3

PROVIDE FOR
PEDESTRIAN
FRIENDLINESS
(DO NOT
SUBURBANIZE
DOWNTOWN)



Walkability/livability is
addressed







4

5

FOLLOW DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

MIX USES – STRIVE
FOR A
MULTIFUNCTIONAL
DOWNTOWN






There are design principles for
downtown

Mixed use buildings
Different business types:
banking, restaurant, legal,
pharmacy, hardware etc.






MEASUREMENT
METHOD

URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINE
PURPOSE/INTENT

Document
review
Interviews






Observation
Document
review

The region should include a framework of
transit, pedestrian and bicycle systems that
provide alternatives to the automobile
Ordinary activities of daily living should occur
within walking distance of most dwellings,
allowing independence to those who do not
drive.
Development should adequately
accommodate automobiles while respecting
the pedestrian and spatial form of public areas.
Buildings and landscaping should contribute to
the physical definition of Thoroughfares as
Civic places.
The SmartCode (generic form-based code) is a
tool that guides the form of the built
environment in order to create and protect
development patterns that are compact,
walkable and mixed use.




Observation
Document
review
Interviews

Neighbourhoods and Regional Centres should
be compact, pedestrian-oriented and Mixed
Use.
Neighbourhoods and Regional Centres should
be the preferred pattern of development and
Districts specializing in a single use should be
the exception




Form-Based Codes regulate the details that are
most important for the successful
implementation of walkable, human-scaled
neighbourhoods, focusing primarily on urban
form while also addressing use and other
necessary factors



Architecture and landscape design should grow
from local climate, topography, history and
building practice
The preservation and renewal of historic
buildings should be facilitated to affirm the
continuity and evolution of society





Develop a logical design framework at
the district, street or project/parcel
scale to ensure built form quality





Encourage the conservation of
important heritage




Observation
Document
review



Safe and attractive pedestrian linkages
should be provided between various
land uses within the downtown area
and surrounding neighbourhoods.
Encourage transparency, multiple store
fronts. Restrict off-street parking
between street and building




Observation
Document
review
Interviews

Without principles, we design in void,
with no rules to guide our process or
measure its success.



Encourage commercial and mixed-use
redevelopment
Create diversity through a mix of uses
and housing types











MEASUREMENT
METHOD

Document
review
Interviews



Observation
Document
review
Interviews












Document
review
Interviews

Document
review
Interviews

Observation
Document
review
Interviews
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
I went back to Ohio but my city was gone
There was no train station; there was no downtown
South Howard had disappeared; all my favorite places
My city had been pulled down - reduced to parking spaces
The Pretenders(1982). My City Was Gone. On Learning to Crawl. Sire Records

Stemming from its historical past, the current practice of zoning in Ontario and in
North America emphasizes land use and the separation of land uses to protect public
health, land values and the environment. The case against the current system of zoning is
its connection to urban sprawl. Talen (2013, p. 176) defines sprawl as “disconnected,
automobile-dependant, land-consumptive, environmentally degrading, single-use,
homogeneous, inaccessible development with a low-quality, poorly conceived public
realm.”. Talen (2013) asserts that Euclidian zoning plays a part in sprawl development by
the random pattern of land uses that results over time, promotion of single use zones,
separation by land use, separation of buildings by minimum setbacks, separation of
buildings through large off-street parking area requirements, limiting the enclosure of
pedestrian open spaces and minimum lot size requirements. Duany & Talen (2002)
question whether the inefficiences and inequities created by urban sprawl supported by
conventional zoning has not put planners at odds with fundamental planning principes to
secure economic, social and environmental well being. There is extensive academic
literature that indicates that traditional zoning practices are a threat to pedestrian-friendly
downtowns.
In the summer of 2013, I was employed by the Township of Cramahe as a
planning intern. While working at the Township I became aware of the work of the
Cramahe Retail Revitilization Committee (CRRC). The CRRC conducted a Business
Retention and Expansion Survey (BRES) in 2011 which identified some deficiencies in
the urban design of downtown Colborne. I observed that downtown Colborne was not in
as bad a shape as some of the placeless sprawling communities elsewhere in North
America but it got me wondering about what other small Canadian downtowns were like
and what types of planning controls are available to help plan and direct the improvement
of them.
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The Community Improvement Plan (CIP) for the Township of Cramahe states:
“The Township Economic Development Advisory Committee has a strong
vision for the development and architectural renewal character and uses the
label “Vintage Village”. The Township Economic Development Advisory
Committee is committed to maintaining commercial spaces on the first floor
of buildings in the downtown core with residential units on the second and
higher levels. Continuing to concentrate on the commercial uses in the
downtown core is fundamental to the ongoing survival of Colborne’s
commercial future. While it will continue to be subject to change and will
evolve over time, the downtown core area is the centre for commercial
activity and should be protected and promoted as such”.
(Township of Cramahe, 2007, p. 4)
The Cramahe Retail Revitalization Committee (CRRC) undertook a Business
Retention and Expansion Survey (BRES) of business owners starting in 2011 focusing
primarily on the Village of Colborne (Cramahe Retail Revitilization Committee, 2012).
The survey results indicate a number of existing urban design deficiencies in the
downtown including 60% of respondent indicating that façade appearance is fair or in
need improvement, 48% of respondents indicated that signage was fair or in need of
improvement, 48% of respondents indicated that the mix of businesses was fair or in need
of improvement, and 52% of respondents indicated that window displays were fair or in
need of improvement (Cramahe Retail Revitilization Committee, 2012, p. 4). At present,
the Township of Cramahe does not have an urban design guideline or as alternative, a
form-based code, to guide the revitalization of the downtown in response to the CIP or
the BRES.
The purpose of this report is to assess and compare the relative advantages of a
traditional zoning by-law with a hybrid zoning by-law (HZ), a form-based code (FBC)
and an urban design guideline (UDG) in order to inform and provide insight on available
downtown planning tools for the Township of Cramahe.
 What are the relative advantages of hybrid-zoning (HZ), form-based codes
(FBC), and urban design guidelines (UDG) compared to
traditional/Euclidian zoning for guiding the improvement of the built form of
a small town central business district?

CRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS
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The research expands the practical knowledge of hybrid zoning, form-based codes
and urban design guidelines that have evolved from the basic comprehensive zoning first
introduced in Canada by Horace Seymour and Thomas Adams in 1924 for Kitchener,
ON. The project increases the knowledge base of how these newer and emerging
planning tools can and are being used to guide the development of the urban form in
Canada within the context of revitalizing small downtowns. The general analytic results
are applicable within the context of small downtowns and more broadly within the
context of smaller urban sub-centres. The research demonstrates the application of the
latest technique for measuring the quality of urban design by using the method outlined in
Measuring Urban Design: Metrics for Livable Places (Ewing & Clemente, 2013).
This report is written specifically with downtown Colborne in the Township of Cramahe
and the Cramahe Retail Revitalization Committee (CRRC) in mind. As stated, the
objective of the project is to provide advice on the relative strengths and weaknesses, as
compared with traditional zoning, of urban design guidelines, form-based codes and
hybrid zoning as planning tools for guiding the revitalization of the built form in
downtown Colborne. The analysis focuses on the built form.
The main authors referred to on the importance of design elements for downtown
revitalization and place-making are Robertson (1999, 2001 and 2006) and Walker (2009).
For the analysis in this report, the role of UDGs and FBCs in creating a sense of place
was examined through the work of Von Hausen (2013), Jacobs, A.B. (1993), Lang
(2005), Sharvani (1985), Parolek, Parolek and Crawford (2008) and the Centre for
Applied Transect Studies (2009).
Chapter 2 provides background information on the case study communities as
well as the concepts of zoning, urban design and form-based codes. Chapter 3 outlines
the method used to complete the research. Chapters 4 and 5 provide the analysis for the
report. The final conclusions and recommendation are provided in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2-BACKGROUND

The comparative evaluation of small
downtowns in this report uses four study areas
located in three different small towns in
Canada. The evaluation also covers four
different types of plans including a traditional
zoning by-law, a hybrid zoning/form-based
Figure 2-1: Downtown Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

code by-law, a form-based code and an urban
design guideline. This chapter provides a
summary description of the case study
communities and an overview of the planning
controls investigated.
2.1 Community Profiles
Colborne, Ontario is the location of the
municipal office for the Township of Cramahe.

Figure 2-2 Township of Cramahe Population Pyramid
Source: Statistics Canada (2014). 2011 Census Profiles

Colborne is located approximately 140 km

east of Toronto along highway 401 (Figure 2-3,
below left).
The Village of Colborne and the Township
of Cramahe were amalgamated into a single
municipal government in 2001. The current
Official Plan for the Township of Cramahe
was adopted by council in 2004. The zoning
Figure 2-3 Township of Cramahe Map
Source: Statistics Canada (2006). 2006 Community
Profiles

by-law, Township of Cramahe
Comprehensive Zoning By-Law No. 08-18,
was passed in 2008. The population pyramid
of the Township of Cramahe displays a clear
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baby-boom, bust and echo shape (Figure
2-2, p. 2-1).
Truro, Nova Scotia is an
incorporated municipality located at the
east end of Cobequid Bay which is
connected to the Bay of Fundy. The Town
Figure 2-4: Downtown Truro
Source: Google Street View (2014)

of Truro is located approximately 95 km
north of Halifax on highway 102 (Figure
2-6, below left). It was incorporated in
1875. In 2010, the Truro Council adopted
and passed the Truro Community Plan and
the Town of Truro Land Use By-Law.
Early settlers in Truro were
farmers. Shipbuilding thrived for a time
until the dominance of rail and roads. As an

Figure 2-5: Town of Truro Population Pyramid
Source: Statistics Canada (2014). 2011 Community
Profiles

important railway hub starting in the mid
1800’s, the manufacturing sector grew
and produced a wide variety of goods.
Truro continues to be well-known for its
many finely crafted private homes
constructed during the town’s prosperous
years in the late 1800 and early 1900’s
(Truro, Town of, 2013) . Today, Truro is
an important regional education centre

Figure 2-6: Town of Truro Map
Source: Statistics Canada (2006). 2006 Community
Profiles

(Truro, Town of, 2013).
Sylvan Lake, Alberta was
incorporated as a town in 1946. Sylvan

Lake is approximately 25 km west of Red Deer along highway 11 (Figure 2-9, p. 2-3).
Sylvan Lake is approximately halfway between Calgary and Edmonton. It is 159 km
north of Calgary and 162 km south of Edmonton. The Town of Sylvan Lake Municipal
CRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS
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Development Plan was adopted by council
in 1996. The Town of Sylvan Lake
Waterfront Area Redevelopment Plan
(ARP), being the long range planning
document for the downtown, was adopted in
2006. The 50th Street Area Redevelopment
Plan (ARP) is the long range planning
Figure 2-7: Lakeshore Drive - Downtown Sylvan Lake
Source: Google Street View (2014)

document that creates a “Main Street”
vision to “redevelop the 50th Street area

as a pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use
environment that ties into the planning and
design principles of the waterfront area and
downtown” (Sylvan Lake, Town of , 2009).
The Town of Sylvan Lake Land Use Bylaw
No. 1555/2010 was passed by council in
2010. The A Pattern Book for the Town of
Figure 2-8 Town of Sylvan Lake Population Pyramid
Source: Statistics Canada (2014). 2011 Community
Profiles

Sylvan Lake and 50th Street Urban
Design Guidelines documents are dated
2007 and 2010, respectively.
Sylvan Lake is today a fast
growing community (Table 2-1, p. 2-4).
Heavy timber around the lake made it
inaccessible and discouraged early
settlement, and it was not until 1899 that
Alexander Loiselle and his son Louis
came from Michigan with their sawmill

to settle at what was then called Snake
Lake. By 1902, the District had attracted
other settlers and Loiselle built a store
and hotel to accommodate the new
residents. Construction of the Alberta Central Railway (1910 - 1914) linking Red Deer
and Rocky Mountain House helped to develop the Sylvan Lake area, which by 1923 had
185 residents. As many tourist attractions and facilities were added, the community grew
from Village to Town status by 1946. Today, the Town of Sylvan Lake hosts over 1
Figure 2-9 Town of Sylvan Lake Map
Source: Statistics Canada (2006). 2006 Community
Profiles
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million visitors each year, and prides itself on being "A Town For All Seasons" with yearround events, attractions, and facilities for visitors. (Alberta, Government of, 2014)

Table 2-1: Community Profile Summary
Cramahe
Town of Truro, Town of Sylvan
Township, ON
NS
Lake, AB
6073
12059
12327
5950
11765
10250
2.1%
2.5%
20.3%
2676
6262
5595
30.1
320.5
789.4
201.98
37.63
15.62
46.3
45.6
31.2
$24,600
$20,134
$31,587
$59,573
$49,854
$81,697
$211,187
$132,142
$267,353

₁Population in 2011
₁Population in 2006
₁2006 to 2011 population change (%)
₁Total private dwellings
₁Population density per square kilometre
₁Land area (square km)
₁Median age of the population
₂Median Individual Income ($)
₂Median Household Income ($)
₂Average value of owned dwelling ($)
₂Median monthly payments for rented
$696
dwellings ($)
₂Median monthly payments for owner-occupied
$928
dwellings ($)
₂Unemployment rate (%)
5.9%
₁ Statistics Canada (2014). 2011 Community Profiles. 2011 Census
₂ Statistics Canada (2006). 2006 Community Profiles. 2006 Census

$600

$929

$583
8.8%

$1,241
4.7%

2.2 Zoning, Urban Design and Form-Based Codes
North American zoning has its origins in a system of land use control introduced
in Frankfurt, Germany in 1891 (Leung, 2003). This German system of zoning was
created to separate incompatible land uses such as residential and industrial in order to
protect public health, property values and the environment (Rodrigues, 2010).
The first comprehensive zoning in North America was enacted by the City of
New York in 1916 (Hodge & Gordon, 2008). Three kinds of zones were described in this
first City of New York zoning ordinance: residential, commercial and uncontrolled use
(Leung, 2003). The term “Euclidian” zoning derives from the 1926 U.S. Supreme Court
case of Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty in which the constitutionality of zoning by
municipalities in the U.S. was reviewed and upheld (Fox, 2010).
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In the late 19th century, municipal control over land use in Ontario was limited to
a few examples of specific nuisance, public health and building by-laws deriving their
authority from the late 19th century Ontario Municipal Act and Public Health Act
(Hulchanski, 1982). General authority for comprehensive zoning by municipalities was
not granted in Ontario by the Legislature until the mid 1940s (Hulchanski, 1982).
Comprehensive zoning simply means that the zoning by-law establishes specific zoning
areas or districts for the entire community. The first such example of a comprehensive
zoning by-law in Ontario was written by Thomas Adams and Horace Seymour for
Kitchener and enacted 1924 (Hodge & Gordon, 2008). Toronto did not adopt a
comprehensive zoning by-law until 1954 (Fox, 2010). Nova Scotia and Alberta adopted
their first planning legislation in 1912 and 1913, respectively (Wolfe, 2004). Stemming
from its historical past, the current practice of zoning in Ontario and in North America
emphasizes land use and the separation of land uses to protect public health, land values
and the environment.
The practice of urban design complements zoning as a means of directing the
development of the public realm. Urban design has only become a formally recognized
field within the past 50 years (Lang, 2005). Urban design is difficult to define in simple
terms. Von Hausen (2013) defines it as “the art and science of making places for people –
traditionally cities, towns or new communities” (Von Hausen, 2013, p. 11). Von Hausen
(2013, p. 13) elaborates that urban design “varies in scale and is affected by many private
and public-sector professionals, as well as community members. By nature it is complex
and interdisciplinary. It needs to be collaborative.” Lang (2005, p. 3) states:
“Urban design, however, is seen as integrative design field
addressing the traditional and overlapping concerns of city planning,
landscape architecture, civil engineering (now often called environmental
engineering) and architecture. It is concerned with the design of specific
products: new towns, and urban squares, new precincts of cities and suburbs,
urban renewal, and urban squares and streets. The list is almost endless.
Broadly speaking, however, there is a single concern: the design of the
public, urban realm at a city and precinct level.”
Urban design guidelines are a product of the urban design process (Lang, 2005).
First published in 2003 by the firm Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company, the
SmartCode now at version 9.2 is made available for free by the Centre for Applied
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Transect Studies (CATS). The SmartCode is a model form-based code ordinance or what
would be termed a comprehensive zoning by-law in Ontario. Unlike conventional zoning
which emphasizes land use, form-based codes prioritize good building and public realm
design while placing land use in a secondary position. At the landscape or regional level,
the rural-urban transect is emerging as the organizing method for form-based codes.
Another key difference between conventional zoning and form-based codes is the use of
tables, diagrams and illustrative photos to communicate the desired built environment
where as many conventional zoning by-laws are largely text based.
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CHAPTER 3 - METHODS

The basic research method in this study builds on the work of Leclerc-Desjardins
(2012) on evaluating small city downtown design. He used the work of Kent Robertson
(1999, 2001 & 2006) and Philip Walker (2009) as the framework from which to construct
an evaluation criteria matrix which has been modified for this study (Table 3-1, p. 3-6).
Where Leclerc-Desjardins (2012) compares the physical design of two downtowns, this
study qualitatively evaluates the built form as well as the planning instruments used for
four small downtown areas. The planning instruments that were assessed include a
traditional zoning by-law, a hybrid zoning bylaw, a form-based code and an urban design
guideline.
As identified in the opening chapter, the Cramahe Retail Revitalization
Committee has identified a need to improve design in downtown Colborne, ON to retain
and improve commercial activity. While both Walker (2009) and Robertson (1999, 2001
& 2006) note the importance of public-private partnerships and marketing to small
downtown revitalization, many of the important attributes to a successful downtown are
related to its physical attributes. The physical design elements of a successful downtown
are the focus of this study.
Walker (2009) outlines that some small communities may have insufficient
funding to create a downtown Master Plan and may have to choose between a plan and a
management entity. In those cases, a management entity will better serve the community.
Walker (2009) concludes that the benefits of a Master Plan are in its ability to guide
efficient and effective implementation and any plan must be prepared with
implementation in mind. Walker (2009, p. 213) summarizes this point by providing the
adage “To fail to plan is to plan to fail”.
With only a zoning by-law in place, downtown Colborne is the baseline case for
the research. Sylvan Lake, AB, which has an urban design guideline for its main street
and a form-based code for its waterfront downtown area, provided two embedded case
studies. The final case study is the town of Truro, Nova Scotia and its 2012 Land Use ByLaw which combines elements of traditional zoning and form-based codes.
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The assessment criteria were developed from the work of Kent Robertson (1999,
2001 & 2006) and Walker (2009). Five principles of a good downtown have been
aggregated from the work of Kent Robertson. These principles of a good downtown
(Table 3-1, p. 3-5) have been linked with the purpose and intent of form-based codes and
urban design guidelines through the work of the CATS (2009), Parolek, Parolek &
Crawford (2008), Shirvani (1985) and Von Hausen (2013). Jane Jacobs’ (1961) Death
and Life of Great American Cities and Allan B. Jacobs’ (1993) Great Streets were also
reviewed as classic works on the subject of urban design to inform and complete the
research.
The analysis is split into two parts in Chapter 4 and 5 examining the built form and
the plans for each of the study areas, respectively. The same five principles of a good
downtown are used as the criteria from which to assess both the built environment and
plan for each case study site albeit through two slightly different approaches. The specific
method used to analyse the built form and plans are described in sub-sections 3.3 and 3.4.
By evaluating the existing built form, urban design guideline, form-based code and
zoning of the case study downtowns through the proposed method it becomes possible to
compare and contrast the built environment and plans for each of the study areas.
Observation, document review and interviews were used to gather data for the
analysis. Chapter 3 describes the case study selection rationale, how the downtown
principles were used and the measurement techniques used to evaluate the built form and
plans for each of the case study areas. How interviews were used to contribute to the
research is also described. Being a qualitative study, elaboration on the generalizability
of the results is discussed later in this chapter. A discussion of the limitations of the
research concludes the methods chapter.
3.1 Case Study Selection Rationale
A manageable sized core for each of the downtown study areas was identified for
the purposes of the research. Google Street View and aerial photographs were used to
identify the core commercial part of each of the downtowns. Each of the four study areas
has an existing concentrated business area with the exception of the 50th Street (Main
Street) of Sylvan Lake which is, at present, primarily a residential area. The core business
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areas were used as opposed to, for example, using the entire Central Business District
identified in the Town of Truro Land Use By-Law or the entire Village of Colborne as
identified in the Township of Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning By-Law No. 08-18. Time
constraints on the research were the main factor in creating more manageable study areas
within each of the case study sites.

3.1.1 Colborne, ON (Population c.

6000) Downtown Colborne (left)
is the baseline case for the
research. It has a traditional
comprehensive zoning by-law
with no urban design guideline.
Through an internship at the
Township of Cramahe in the
summer of 2013, I became aware
of the work of the Cramahe Retail
Figure 3-1: Downtown Colborne Study Area

Revitalization Committee and
their survey work which identifies
some deficiencies in the
physical design of downtown
Colborne.
3.1.3 Truro, NS. (Population ca.

12 000). The Land Use By-Law
for Truro is the 2011 winner of
the CIP Award of Planning
Excellence in the small/rural
town category1. Combining
Figure 3-2: Downtown Truro Study Area

aspects of a traditional zoning
by-law and a form-based code,

1

http://www.cip-icu.ca/web/la/en/pa/BE11C3BDD6084FBDA36262DB3AAB0FB3/template.asp
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the 2011 Truro comprehensive zoning by-law represents a practical example of
introducing design elements into a traditional zoning by-law.
While not recognized as a form-based code by the Codes
Study, the Truro zoning by-law uses tables and diagrams to
more effectively regulate design elements within the land
use control emphasis of traditional zoning. The Truro Land
Use By-Law represents a compromise position between a
true form-based code and a traditional zoning by-law.

3.1.2 Sylvan Lake, AB (Population c. 12 000) is an embedded

multiple case study (Yin, 2009) because it is a small town
with both a form-based code for the downtown waterfront
area and an urban design guideline for its downtown main
street area (50th Street). The Waterfront Area
Redevelopment plan is an Alberta Association of Canadian
Figure 3-3: Sylvan Lake 50th Street Study Area

Institute of Planners Award of Merit
winner by Parioplan 2. The site was
selected as the only Canadian example
of a community with an implemented
FBC for a small town, relatively
similar in size to the base case,
recognized by the Codes Study. Led by
Hazel Borys and Emily Talen, the
Codes Study, tracks the prevalence of

Figure 3-4: Downtown Sylvan Lake Study Area

form-based codes worldwide in
accordance with standards established

by the Form-Based Codes Institute (Place Makers, 2013).

2

http://parioplan.com/projects/area-redev/page1.php, formerly Armin A. Preiksaitis & Associates
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3.2 Evaluation Criteria
To evaluate the case study plans for the improvement or revitalization of small
downtowns, the principles for a successful downtown discussed by Robertson (1999,
2001 & 2006) were synthesized and developed into five evaluation criteria (Table 3-1, p.
3-6). The following provides an overview of how observation, document review and
interviews were used to evaluate the built form and plan against the evaluation criteria for
each of the case study sites.
3.2.1 Principle 1: Clear Physical Plan
Robertson (1999, 2001 & 2006) and Walker (2009) conclude that a clear plan is a
successful plan. Similarly, Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford (2008) and Von Hausen (2013)
also emphasize the need for a clear planning framework from which to implement either
a form-based code or an urban design guideline, respectively. This principle is used only
for the documentary review used to complete the plan evalution of the four planning
documents from the case study communities.
3.2.2 Principle 2: Downtown Heritage Preservation
Observation, document review and interviews were completed to assess the
degree to which built heritage is present, identified and protected within each of the case
study downtowns and their respective plans. Observation data was collected using the
method described by Ewing & Clemente (2013, pp. 99-135) using Google Street View.
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Table 3-1: Evaluation Criteria for Good Downtowns

1

GOOD DOWNTOWN
PRINCIPLE
CLEAR PHYSICAL PLAN
Robertson (2001, p. 13)
Walker (2009. p. 7)

EVALUATION CRITERIA
 Clear goals, objectives, priorities.
 Downtown principles 2-5 are
followed
Robertson (2001, p. 14)
Walker (2009. p. 44, 212, 39-113)
Jacobs, Allan B. (1993, p. 271 – 308)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 446)

2

DOWNTOWN HERITAGE
PRESERVATION
Robertson (2006, p. 2)
Walker (2009. p. 90)

3

PROVIDE FOR
PEDESTRIAN
FRIENDLINESS
(DO NOT SUBURBANIZE
DOWNTOWN)
Robertson (2001, p. 17, 42)
Walker (2009. p. 90-76)

4

5





Robertson (2006, p. 2-3)
Walker (2009. p. 44, 90-103)
Jacobs, Allan B. (1993, p. 301, 307)
Jacobs J (1961, p. 90-111, p. 187-199)



 Walkability/livability is addressed



Robertson (2001, p. 17, 42)
Walker (2009. p. 44, 70-76)
Jacobs, Allan B. (1993, p. 271, 276, 297,
303)
Jacobs, J (1961, p. 36-37)
Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 89)
Von Hausen (2013, pg. 200-201)



 There are design principles for
downtown

Robertson (2001, p. 18)
Walker (2009. p. 28)

Walker (2009. p. 90-103)
Robertson (2001, p. 18)
Jacobs, Allan B. (1993, p. 3, 271-308)
Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 89)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 13, p. 85)

MIX USES – STRIVE FOR
A MULTIFUNCTIONAL
DOWNTOWN

 Mixed use buildings
 Different business types: banking,
restaurant, legal, pharmacy, hardware
etc.
Robertson (1999, p.14, 42)
Walker (2009. p. 44)
Jacobs, Allan B. (1993, p. 303-304)
Jacobs, J (1961, 152-177)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 87, 189, 201)

Form-Based Codes regulate the details that are most important for the
successful implementation of walkable, human-scaled neighbourhoods,
focusing primarily on urban form while also addressing use and other
necessary factors

Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford (2008, p. 12)

 Heritage preservation is incorporated

FOLLOW DESIGN
PRINCIPLES

Robertson (1999, p. 14, 42)
Walker (2009. p. 44-45)

FORM BASED CODE PURPOSE/INTENT

Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate,
topography, history and building practice
The preservation and renewal of historic buildings should be facilitated
to affirm the continuity and evolution of society

CATS ( 2009, p. SC3)




The region should include a framework of transit, pedestrian and
bicycle systems that provide alternatives to the automobile
Ordinary activities of daily living should occur within walking distance
of most dwellings, allowing independence to those who do not drive.
Development should adequately accommodate automobiles while
respecting the pedestrian and spatial form of public areas.
Buildings and landscaping should contribute to the physical definition
of Throughfares as Civic places

MEASUREMENT METHOD



Document review
Interviews

Parolek, Parolek and Crawford
(2008, p. 12)
CATS (2009, p. SC1)




Observation
Document review



URBAN DESIGN GUIDELINE
PURPOSE/INTENT
Develop a logical design framework at
the district, street or project/parcel
scale to ensure built form quality

Sharvani (1985, p. 148)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 446)



Encourage the conservation of
important heritage

MEASUREMENT METHOD



Document review
Interviews

Sharvani (1985, p. 152)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 85, 188189,446)




Observation
Document review

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 106)
Parolek, Parolek and Crawford
(2008, p. 120)
CATS (2009, p. SC3)

Von Hausen (2013, p. 192)

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 106)
Sharvani (1985, p. 149)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 73, 192)











Observation
Document review
Interviews

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 89)
Parolek, Parolek and Crawford
(2008, p. 28-78, 153, 160)
CATS (2009, p. SC3, SC31-SC38)



Safe and attractive pedestrian linkages
should be provided between various
land uses within the downtown area
and surrounding neighbourhoods.
Encourage transparency, multiple
store fronts. Restrict off-street parking
between street and building

Observation
Document review
Interviews

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 89)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 200-201, 213)

Von Hausen (2013, p. 200-201, 213)
CATS (2009, p. SC3)
 The SmartCode (generic form-based code) is a tool that guides the form
of the built environment in order to create and protect development
patterns that are compact, walkable and mixed use.




CATS (2009, p. v)

Parolek, Parolek and Crawford
(2008, p.28-78)
CATS (2009, p. v, SC31-38)




Neighbourhoods and Regional Centres should be compact, pedestrianoriented and Mixed Use.
Neighbourhoods and Regional Centres should be the preferred pattern
of development and Districts specializing in a single use should be the
exception

CATS (2009, p. SC3)





Document review
Interviews

Observation
Document review
Interviews

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 128 )
Parolek, Parolek and Crawford
(2008, p. 20, 57)
CATS (2009, p. xi, , SC 3, SC40)



Without principles, we design in void,
with no rules to guide our process or
measure its success.




Document review
Interviews

Von Hausen (2013, p. 13, p. 85)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 85)




Encourage commercial and mixed-use
redevelopment
Create diversity through a mix of uses
and housing types

Von Hausen (2013, p. 87, 189, 200)





Observation
Document review
Interviews

Ewing & Clemente (2013, p. 128)
Von Hausen (2013, p. 87, 189, 200)

3.2.3 Principle 3: Provide for Pedestrian Friendliness (Do Not
Suburbanize Downtown)

As with the other principles,
Robertson (1999, 2001 & 2006), Walker
(2009), Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford
(2008), CATS (2009), Von Hausen
(2013) and Ewing & Clemente (2013) all
agree that pedestrian-friendliness is
important to good downtown design
Figure 3-5: Downtown Truro
Source: Google Street View (2014)

(Figure 3-1, left). Observation data
regarding pedestrian-friendliness using

Google Street View was collected using the method outlined by Ewing & Clemente
(2013). Ewing & Clemente (2013, pp. 99-135) provides a detailed method to measure the
walkability and livability of the case study downtowns through their respective design
qualities including imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency and complexity.
These qualities are explained further in Chapter 4. A document review was also
completed to evaluate each of the case study plans against the criteria that create a
pedestrian-friendly streetscape as described by Ewing and Clemente (2013). Interviews
with planners from the case study communities were conducted to gather data on the
implementation the plans.
3.2.4 Principle 4: Follow Design Principles
Given the importance of the other principles to a successful downtown like
heritage, pedestrian friendliness and mixed uses, Robertson (2001) states that urban
design controls are necessary to ensure that new buildings are integrated well with
existing buildings. “Not providing any guidance to building and business owners can
often result in buildings that do more damage than good” (Robertson, 2001, p. 18).
Document review and interview data were collected to qualify the degree to which the
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case study communities incorporate and implement design principles in their respective
plans for their downtown areas.
3.2.5 Principle 5: Mix Uses – Strive for a Multi-functional Downtown

The healthiest downtowns mix uses
horizontally and vertically (Figure 3-2,
left) to bring different people to downtown
for different reasons at various times of
day (Robertson, 2001). Jane Jacobs
outlined this principle in her 1961 book
Death and Life of Great American Cities.
Figure 3-6: Mixed Use in Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford (2008),
CATS (2009), Von Hausen (2013), and

Ewing & Clemente (2013) corroborate this principle as well. Analysis of the degree to
which the case study downtowns incorporate and implement mixed uses in the existing
built form and respective plans was completed from data collected through observation of
Google Street View images, document review and interviews with planners.
3.3 Built Form Evaluation Method
Observation of Google Street View imagery was used to complete the built form
analysis using the evaluation method outlined in Measuring Urban Design: Metrics for
Livable Places (Ewing & Clemente, 2013). “Measuring Urban Design presents a
research-based, practical instrument and methodology for measuring the design qualities
that create pedestrian-oriented urban areas.” (Ewing & Clemente, 2013, p. 22). The
evaluation method in Ewing & Clemente (2013) is connected to the principles of a good
downtown summarized in Table 3-1( p. 3-6) via the observable principles #2, #3 and #5
for heritage building presence and preservation, providing a pedestrian-friendly
downtown and promoting a mix of land uses. Table 3-2 ( p. 3-9) outlines the specific
variables outlined by Ewing & Clemente (2013) that are used to assess the “pedestrianfriendliness” of the streetscape which includes counting the number of heritage or old
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buildings and the amount of active or mixed uses. The scoring form used to collect the
observation data can be found in Appendix A. As a qualitative study, the completed
scoring forms are not presented in this report given that it would not be good practice to
compare numerical scores of unverified variables. Instead, the scoring forms were used to
guide the data collection and to summarize the “field notes” to inform the qualitative
analysis and evaluation.
Table 3-2 Built Form Evaluation Criteria and Variables
GOOD DOWNTOWN
PRINCIPLE

CRITERIA

VARIABLES
Number of accessible courtyards, plazas, parks and gardens
Number of visible/prominent major landscape features

HERITAGE
PRESERVATION

Imageability

Proportion of historic (old) buildings/block (exclude thru streets)
Number of buildings with identifiers
Number of buildings with nonrectangular shapes
Presence of outdoor dining
Number of long sight lines (max 3 – front, left and right)

Enclosure

PEDESTRIAN-FRIENDLINESS

Human Scale

Transparency
MIX USES

Complexity

Proportion of street wall
Proportion of sky/building along street
Presences of street trees
Number of long sight lines (max 3 – front, left and right)
Proportion window (street-level/block)
Average building heights
Number of small planters
Number of pieces of street furniture & other street items
Number of outdoor dining tables
Number of lights on buildings (not more than 10 ft high)
Proportion window (street level/block)
Proportion of street wall
Proportion active use/block
Number businesses/ types
Total number of buildings
Number of basic building colours
Number of accent colours
Presence of outdoor dining

3.4 Plan Evaluation Method
Document review was used to complete the policy analysis and evaluation of the
applicable planning documents for each of the case study areas. The five criteria
summarized in Table 3-1 (p 3-6) using the specific variables summarized in Table 3-3
(p.3-10) were used to complete the evaluation. The scoring form used to complete the
policy analysis and evaluation can be found in Appendix A. As with the built form
evaluation, the completed scoring forms for the policy review are not presented in this
report but were used as guides to collect data for the analysis and as the rough summary
“field notes” from which to base the qualitative analysis.
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The five principles for successful downtowns were linked to purpose and intent of
form-based codes and urban design guidelines as outlined in:

1. SmartCode Version 9.2 (CATS, 2009) (CATS, 2009)
2. Form-Based Codes: A Guide for Planners, Urban Designers, Municipalities and
Developers, (Parolek, Parolek, & Crawford, 2008)
3. The Urban Design Process (Shirvani, 1985)
4. Dynamic Urban Design: A Handbook for Creating Sustainable Communities
Worldwide. (Von Hausen, 2013)
These above listed documents provided the benchmark from which to evaluate the plans
from the standpoint of following design standards.
Table 3-3: Plan Evaluation Criteria and Variables
CRITERIA (PRINCIPLES OF GOOD DOWNTOWNS)
Clear Physical Plan

Downtown Heritage Preservation
Pedestrian-friendliness

Follow Design Guidelines
Mix Uses/Multifunctional Downtown

VARIABLES
Structure3 – Logical order, concise paragraphs & sentences, clear
headings. Subject/Purpose/Objective is stated.
Style4 - Avoids jargon. Is simple, direct and lucid. Avoids repetition. Figures
& tables are used to aid understanding where needed 5. It is audience
appropriate.
Content6 – Spelling and grammar. Objective/Purpose/Subject is clear.
Relevant points have been listed (table of contents) and clearly covered.
Plan contains heritage preservation policy
Imageability
Enclosure
Human Scale
Transparancy
Complexity
Design guidelines are present in the plan
Guidelines follow design standards
Mixed residential/commercial buildings are permitted
Number of permitted uses

3.5 Interviews
Semi-structured interviews (Dunn, 2010) with a planner in each of the three case
study communities were completed using the questions outlined in Table 3-4 (p. 3-11) as
a basis for discussion. The questions have an implementation focus to gather information
which could not be easily obtained through other means. The information gathered from
interviews with the municipal planner from each of the three communities is used to
3

(University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2013)
Ibid
5
(University of Kent, 2013)
6
(University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2013)
4
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inform and complete the analysis in chapter 4 and 5. The goal of these interviews was to
gather information on the implementation process, public and stakeholder perceptions
and to obtain relevant information that could not be obtained from direct observation or
document research. The results of the interviews is interspersed within the analysis of the
two analysis chapters, however, the information has not be overtly identified as being
obtained through interview research.
Table 3-4: Interview Questions
Question #

Principle

Question

1

Clear Physical Plan

Is the plan well understood and interpreted by stakeholders including

2

Downtown Heritage Preservation

the public, staff, politicians, landowners, business owners etc?
Is built heritage preservation an important part of the community’s
downtown? Why or whynot? Which aspects of the plan, if any, have
been implemented to help preserve the heritage character of the
downtown?
3

4

Provide for Pedestrian Friendliness (Do

Which elements in the plan, in your opinion have been implemented

Not Suburbanize Downtown)

to create a pedestrian-friendly downtown?

Follow Design Principles

Are the design principles in the plan being followed? Could you
provide some examples?

5

Mix Uses – Strive for a Multi-functional

Are there lots of people downtown at different times of day, week,

Downtown

year? What aspects of the plan, if any, have been implemented to
improve the mix of uses to bring people downtown?

3.6 Generalizability of Results
Qualitative case study research has the advantage of creating holistic
understanding at various scales (Baxter, 2010). It is an important tool used to test theory
and to generate or expand theory about a phenomenon (Baxter, 2010). The main
criticisms or disadvantages of the case study are that it has a high potential to introduce
researcher bias due to lack of rigor and that the results cannot be generalized (Yin, 2009).
Both of these disadvantages can be overcome. Bias and lack of rigor can be
overcome by following systematic procedures (Yin, 2009). This study uses a systematic
procedure for collecting observation data provided by Ewing & Clemente (2013).
Document review was completed using pre-determined evaluation criteria summarized in
Table 3-1 (p. 3-6) and scoring forms (see Appendix A: Scoring Forms). Table 3-4 (above)
outlines the guide questions used for semi-structured interviews (Dunn, 2010). The
resulting theories developed through qualitative case study research can indeed be
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generalized in a theoretical sense but not directly in a statistical sense between
populations as case studies are time, location and population dependant (Baxter, 2010).
“Thus, the aim of case studies cannot be to infer global findings from a sample to a
population, but rather to understand and articulate patterns and linkages of theoretical
importance” (Amaratunga & Baldry, 2001, p. 100).
3.7 Limitations
Foreseen limitations include:
1. Travel to the case study locations, other than the base case, will not be possible.
Site analysis will rely on Google Street View, aerial photos and site photos
obtained by the municipalities. In a soon to be released journal article, Lee &
Talen (2014) statistically test the accuracy of completing walkability surveys
using Google Street View. Lee and Talen (2014) conclude that observation using
Google Street View is comparable to in-person observation for many streetscape
variables.
2. The cases are not in the same province which may have varying economic,
geographic, legal and political situations. Demographic and location information
for each of the sites are summarized in Chapter 2 to illustrate any significant
differences.
3. Generalizability of qualitative research is possible only at the
analytical/theoretical level (Baxter, 2010). For this study, while it is not possible
to say that one way of coordinating the built form is better than another, it is
possible to compare and make general conclusions about the strengths and
weaknesses of the case study sites and plans.
4. The literature on studying public spaces including assessing walkability and
pedestrian-friendliness is an ever evolving field. At the time of final editing of this
report, a new qualitative public space assessment tool was published by Gehl &
Svarre (2013) entitled How to Study Public Life. Which tools, past or present, are
best to study the public realm is unknown and beyond the scope of this report.
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CHAPTER 4 - BUILT FORM ANALYSIS
This chapter discusses and analyses the criteria outlined in Table 3-2 (p. 3-9) for
each of the four study areas. Following the assessment of each criterion, each of the study
areas will be given a ranked evaluation in accordance with the rating system summarized
in Table 4-1 (below). To rank each case for the analysis, each study area is evaluated on
its own merits against the criteria. The comparison of the built form and plans within and
between the different study areas is summarized in Chapter 6.
Table 4-1: Ranking Scheme
Poor

Fair

Good

Very Good

Excellent

4.1 Imageability
Imageability is “The quality of a place that makes it distinct, recognizable, and
memorable” (Ewing & Clemente, 2013, p. 102). Presence of courtyards, plazas and
parks; visible and prominent major landscape features; historic buildings; buildings with
identifiers; presence of outdoor dining;
and non-rectangular buildings are key
elements that contribute to the
imageability of an urban setting.
Victoria Square in downtown
Colborne (Figure 4-1, left & Figure 3-1,
p. 3-3) is a defining feature and asset to
Figure 4-1: Victoria Square in Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

its downtown. Truro lacks the
presence of any formal squares,

courtyards or plazas within the study area but benefits from an enlarged sidewalk bumpout fronting the Bank of Nova Scotia at the north end of Inglis Place. No courtyards,
plazas or parks are located within the 50th street study area in Sylvan Lake. Sylvan Lake
Provincial Park is located within the downtown waterfront study area.
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No prominent major
landscape features are visible
within the Colborne and Truro
Study areas. Sylvan Lake is a
large natural feature visible from
the community.
Although no registered or
visibly identified historic
buildings are located within any of
the study areas, Truro and

Figure 4-2: Non-rectangular Building in Truro dated 1932
Source: Google Street View (2014)

Colborne do have some older brick
buildings dating back at least 60
years that contribute to the
character of their downtowns
(Figure 4-2 & 4-3, right). Some of
the buildings in downtown Truro
date back to the 1920s and ‘30s.
The downtown waterfront of
Sylvan Lake is largely
characterized by more modern
architecture with a mixture of
single storey retail and restaurants
with some multi-storey
commercial buildings and hotels.
The 50th street study area is
primarily residential with newer
buildings.
Buildings with identifiers
(signs) are ubiquitous throughout
all of the study areas with the

Figure 4-3: Building dated 1874 in Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)
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exception of the 50th street (Main Street) area in Sylvan Lake.
Only Truro had any non-rectangular buildings (Figure 4-2 p. 4-2) to add interest
to the downtown. Defined by the irregular angle of the converging streets, nonrectangular buildings are located at three of the street corners in Truro.
Outdoor dining was present in two of the four study areas with a variety of
outdoor patio eating establishments along the waterfront downtown area in Sylvan Lake
and one location in the smaller non-waterfront downtown of Colborne.
Table 4-2: Imageability Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

4.2 Enclosure
Enclosure is the “degree to which streets and other public spaces are visually
defined by buildings, walls, trees, and other
vertical elements” (Ewing & Clemente, 2013,
p. 103).
Downtown Colborne has a very welldeveloped street wall along the part of the
study area adjacent to King Street East
(Figure 4-4, right). The street wall is less
defined along Toronto Street and Church

Figure 4-4: Street Wall in Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

Street East (Figure 4-5, right) A convenience
store is set back with a parking area in front
on Church Street East and there are
significant gaps between the buildings along
Toronto Street. The front yard setback of the
municipal office and adjacent restaurant
contribute to the poor enclosure quality of
Toronto Street. A vacant lot on the northwest
CRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS

Figure 4-5: View of Toronto Street from Victoria Square in
Colborne.
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)
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corner of Church Street East and Toronto Street further contributes to the lack of a good
street wall around the periphery of Victoria Square. There is a well-developed street wall
with few gaps in the study area along King Street East, however, the building height to
street width ratio is estimated to be at least 1:4 which reduces the overall enclosure
quality of this part of downtown Colborne. The immature street trees along King Street
East do not currently contribute to improving enclosure to any significant degree.
Downtown Truro has a well-defined street wall and an estimated building height
to street width ratio of about 1:2 providing an excellent enclosure quality within the study
area (Figure 4-9, p. 4-7). Alan Jacobs (1993) advises that a strong sense of enclosure is
achieved at the 1:2 building height to street width ratio. A lack of street trees along Prince
Street is the only negative with regard to the enclosure quality of downtown Truro.
Downtown Sylvan Lake contains many single-storey and a few two-storey or
higher buildings with a varying but estimated average building height to street width ratio
of 1:4 (Figure 4-8, p. 4-6). Offsetting the poor building height to street width ratio is the
excellent use of street trees
along both sides of
Lakeshore Drive (Figure
4-6, left). The street trees
contribute to creating a
good sense of enclosure
along the waterfront area
of the downtown. Street
Figure 4-6: Street Trees along Lakeshore Drive in Sylvan Lake
Source: Google Street View (2014)

trees also create
enclosure where vacant
parcels and front yard

parking lots are present. Gaps between buildings are more prevalent along Lakeshore
Drive than 50th street.
The Main Street portion of 50th Street presently serves primarily as an arterial
access route to the downtown and as a residential area. The buildings along the Main
Street portion of 50th Street do not contribute well to creating enclosure given the regular
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gaps and and/or setbacks of the mostly residential buildings along the street. Tall street
trees on either side of 50th Street work to a fair degree to offset some of the lack of
enclosure.
Table 4-3: Enclosure Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

4.3 Human Scale
Human scale is the
quality of “Size, texture, and
articulation of physical elements
that match the size and
proportions of humans and
correspond to the speed at which
humans walk.” (Ewing &
Clemente, 2013, p. 103). The
variables measured to determine
“Human Scale” include the

Figure 4-7: Street Furniture in Downtown Colborne
Source: Per Lundberg (2013)

proportion of window at the
street level per block, building height, the amount street furniture including small
planters, outdoor dining tables and lighting (less than 10 ft. High).
Downtown Colborne has a very good amount of street-level widows per block
which is excellent for achieving a human scale quality. The buildings in the downtown
study area are in the 2-3 storey range and therefore well within the maximum 4-6 storey
range that defines an appropriate human scale (Ewing & Clemente, 2013, p. 9). The
amount of street furniture, planters and other items including fire hydrants, benches, bike
rack, bollards, railings, parking meters, trash cans, mailboxes etc. could be evaluated as
fair within the study area and slightly better along King Street East (Figure 4-7, above).
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The amount of outdoor dining and outdoor lighting (less than 10 feet high) is poor within
the study area.
Downtown Truro also has a high proportion of street-level widows per block with
building heights being generally in the 2-3 storey range (Figure 4-9, p. 4-7). The amount
and mix of planters, large square bollards, bike racks, benches, trash cans and banners
etc. along Inglis Place is very good but poor along Prince Street. The amount of outdoor
dining and outdoor lighting (less than 10 feet high) is poor within the study area.

Figure 4-8: Street Level Windows in Downtown Sylvan Lake
Source: Google Street View (2014)

The proportion of street level windows is very good on the south side of
Lakeshore Drive between 50th Street and 46th Street (Figure 4-8, above) as well as the
portion of 50th Street that is part of the downtown study area of Sylvan Lake. Such
qualities as building setbacks, gaps between buildings and motels that do not face the
street lower the overall proportion of street level windows within the study area. The
amount of street furniture, planters and other items is overall fair for the downtown study
area. The amount of outdoor dining opportunities is very good. Human scale outdoor
lighting is poor, overall, for the downtown study area.
The Main Street study area section of 50th presently serves primarily as an arterial
access route to the downtown and a residential area. The human scale quality of this
study area is poor.
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Table 4-4: Human Scale Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

4.4 Transparency

Figure 4-9: Transparency in Downtown Truro
Source: Google Street View (2014)

Transparency is “The degree to which people can see or perceive human activity
or what lies beyond the edge of a street or other public space. (Ewing & Clemente, 2013,
p. 103). The proportion of street wall and windows at street level per block discussed
previously in the Enclosure and Human Scale sections, respectively, contribute to
creating transparency (Figure 4-9, above). Active uses are important to creating
transparency. Active uses are activities that create frequent pedestrian traffic such as
retail stores, restaurants, hospitals, schools and mixed use buildings (Ewing & Clemente,
2013, p. 128). Always inactive uses include construction sites, office buildings with no
apparent use, parking lots, single-detached residential units and vacant lands (Ewing &
Clemente, 2013, p. 128).
Downtown Colborne, Truro and Sylvan Lake all have a very good variety of
active uses. The 50th Street Main Street study area is rated fair in terms of creating the
transparency quality due to the positive presence of a school.
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Table 4-5: Transparency Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

4.5 Complexity
Complexity is defined as “The visual richness of a place that depends on the
variety of the physical environment” (Ewing & Clemente, 2013, p. 103). Complexity is
measured by the number of buildings, basic building colour, building accent colours,
presence of outdoor dining (discussed in the imageability section), the amount of active
uses as discussed in the transparency section and the number of pieces of public art.
Table 4-6: Study Area Length and Building Count
Study Area
Downtown Colborne
Downtown Truro
Downtown Sylvan Lake
Main Street Sylvan Lake

Length of Study Area
514 metres
280 metres
618 metres
975 metres

# of buildings
31
27
38
45

The number of buildings within each of the study areas varies between 27 and 45
but the distance over which they are spread
varies between 280 metres and 975 metres
with the downtown Truro study area being
the most compact and Main Street Sylvan
Lake being the most spread out (Table 4-6,
above).
The number of basic building
Figure 4-10: Building Colours in Downtown Colborne
Source; Per Lundberg (2013)

colours and accent colours in each of
the study areas was relatively similar

with 4 or 5 basic building colours and 5 to 7 various basic accent colours (Figure 4-10
above-left).
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Public art includes murals, street clocks, fountains, monuments, statues etc. but
does not include graffiti tags or simple chalk drawings. A couple of examples of pieces of
public art were observed within the Truro and Colborne study areas but none in either of
the study areas in Sylvan Lake.
Table 4-7: Complexity Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

4.6 Summary of Built Form Analysis
Overall, downtown Colborne and downtown Truro have very good pedestrianfriendly downtowns. Lack of enclosure, human scale lighting, outdoor dining
opportunities and some inconsistency in the amount of street furniture and street wall
within the study areas were the noted deficiencies for downtown Colborne. Downtown
Truro lacked any public squares within the study area as well any outdoor dining
opportunities and human scale lighting.
Inconsistency in the amount of street
trees and street furniture within the
study area of Downtown Truro was
noted.
The physical built form of
downtown Sylvan Lake was evaluated
as good overall. Lack of enclosure
resulting from buildings being setback
Figure 4-11: 50th Street Sylvan Lake
Source: Wikipedia (2014)

from the street, single storey buildings

and gaps between buildings was the main deficiency for downtown Sylvan Lake. The
existing residential character of the Main Street study area of 50th Street (Figure 4-11,
left) contributed significantly to its lower scores for the evaluation variables and its
overall scores for each of the criteria (Table 4-8, p. 4-10).
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Table 4-8: Summary of Built Form Rankings

Downtown
Colborne

Downtown
Truro

Downtown
Sylvan Lake

Main Street
Sylvan Lake

IMAGEABILITY

ENCLOSURE

HUMAN SCALE

TRANSPARENCY

COMPLEXITY

OVERALL
EVALUATION
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CHAPTER 5 - PLAN ANALYSIS
The previous chapter completed an analysis of the existing built form of the four
case study areas. We now have an understanding of the quality of the existing built form
for each of the cases; but how good would the future public realm become, if all went
according to the plans? That is the subject matter of this chapter. The zoning by-law,
hybrid (HZ) zoning, form-based code (FBC) and urban design guideline (UDG) of
Colborne, Truro, downtown Sylvan Lake and Main Street Sylvan Lake, respectively,
have been systematically analyzed using the evaluation variables summarized in Table 33 (p. 3-10).
Following a discussion and analysis of each of the evaluation criteria for the four
cases, a ranking was assigned in accordance with the rating system given in Table 4-1 (p.
4-1). To assign a rank, each of the case study plans is evaluated independently against the
evaluation criteria and not in direct comparison with the other plans. A general
comparison of the plans is outlined in the Chapter 6.
5.1 Clear Physical Plan
The clarity of each of the plans was determined by assessing its structure, style
and content. Good structure was assessed based on the plan presenting a logical order
starting with a clear title and table of contents followed by a clear purpose statement and
clear section headings. The style quality was measured by whether the plan uses tables
and figures to aid understanding where appropriate; avoids the use of jargon; is simple,
direct and lucid; avoids repetition; and is audience-appropriate. Evaluation of the content
focused on whether the stated subject, purpose and/or objective is clear and that the
relevant points listed in the table of contents have been clearly covered in the sections of
the plan.
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5.1.1 Township of Cramahe

The Township of Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning By-Law 08-18 presents a clear
title. The legal preamble following the title page provides a clear purpose for the
document. The table of contents presents the main section headings of the by-law but
sub-sections are not listed making navigation of the by-law somewhat difficult. The
SECTION 15 - VILLAGE COMMERCIAL (VC) ZONE
No person shall within any Village Commercial (VC) Zone use any land or erect, alter or
use any building or structure except in accordance with the following provisions:
Source (Cramahe, Township of, 2008, p. 173)
15.10 GENERAL ZONE PROVISIONS
All provisions of Section 4, General Zone Provisions, where applicable to the use of any
land, building or structure permitted within the Village Commercial (VC) Zone shall apply.
Source: (Cramahe, Township of, 2008, p. 176)
Figure 5-1: Sample Text from Cramahe Township Zoning Bylaw

content is organized into numbered sections and subsections with lettered clauses within
sub-sections. Oddly, each term in the definition section is given a sub-section number.
The style is a legal format that is too complex and disjointed for the general
public and stakeholders to easily absorb (Figure 5-1, above). The intended audience is
assumed to be various experts proficient in comprehending this type of writing. As a
legal document, the by-law is likely written in this manner to withstand potential scrutiny
by lawyers, the Ontario Municipal Board and the courts. The two zone regulations
applicable to the study area defined for this research are the General Commercial (GC)
and Village Commercial (VC) zone. There is a lot of repetition between these two
sections in the listing of such restrictions as permitted uses, minimum lot sizes, minimum
yard setbacks, maximum building heights, minimum lot frontages and minimum
landscaped open space areas. This same type of repetition occurs throughout the by-law
for all 25 zones listed. Tables and illustrative figures are underutilized to simplify the
content and aid reader comprehension.
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5.1.2 Town of Truro

The content of the zoning by-law follows the purpose and scope outlined at the
beginning of the plan. The content required to address the purpose, scope and sections
listed in the table of contents is covered albeit with the legal style and repetition of
content already discussed. The Town of Truro Land Use By-Law has a clear title. No
purpose statement is provided following the title page. The table of contents is clear and
complete listing major section headings and sub-headings. The document is divided in
numbered sections and subsections with lettered clauses and sub-clauses, denoted with
roman numerals, used within subsections as necessary. As a by-law, the Truro Land Use
By-law is written in a legal style that is likely too difficult for the general public to
navigate and easily comprehend. The primary audience for the document is legal

Figure 5-2: Land Use Summary Table from Truro Bylaw
Source: (Truro, Town of, 2010, pp. 6-1)

professionals and other experts that are well versed in reading and interpreting legal text
and more specifically, zoning by-laws. The C1 zone is the zone applicable to the study
area defined for the research. The Commercial zone is divided into five sub-zones from
C1-C5. A coloured table summarizes the land uses permitted in each of the C1-C5 sub
zones (Figure 5-2, above). The permitted land uses are repeated again under each subsection of the by-law for each of the C1-C5 zones. While the information is summarized
in a table format, there is a lot of repetition between the five commercial zone sections in
the listing of such restrictions as minimum lot sizes, minimum yard setbacks, maximum
CRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS
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building heights and minimum lot frontages. This type of repetition is prevalent
throughout the by-law. Colour and summary tables are used in the Commercial zone
sections and other zone sections to facilitate reader understanding. A map and figures are
utilized to designate and explain the C1
Urban Design Area. The C1 Urban
Design Area is applicable to the study
area. The C1- Urban Design Area
figures in sections 6.2.13 to C.2.17
provide visual aids to explain such
concepts as building heights, building
Figure 5-3: Build-to-Plane Diagram from Truro Bylaw
Source: (Truro, Town of, 2010, pp. 6-10)

placement, build-to-plane, fenestration
requirements and building patterns

(Figure 5-3, above). The Residential zoning regulations also make use of these types of
figures to illustrate design details. The General Provision section of the by-law provides
illustrations to explain signage and lighting restrictions among others.
While no clear purpose or scope is stated within the Land Use By-Law, the
content listed in the table of contents is covered albeit with the legal style and repetition
of content already mentioned.
5.1.3 Downtown Sylvan Lake (Pattern Book)

A clear title, goal and objectives are stated in the Overview & Purpose section of
the Pattern Book. The table of contents lacks page numbers for many of the sections and

Neighbourhood Core Zone T6
The Neighbourhood Core Zone occurs at the regional centre and is typically the downtown of a city
or town. It contains the densest urbanism, the tallest buildings, and the greatest variety of uses,
particularly unique ones such as important Civic buildings. It is also the least naturalistic of all the
Zones with mono sidewalks and retail frontage.
Figure 5-4: Sample Text from Sylvan Lake Pattern Book
Source: (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007, p. 18)

fails to list sub-sections making navigation of the document somewhat difficult.
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The Pattern Book is written
in plain language in complete
sentences and paragraphs (Figure
5-4, p. 5-4). There is an extensive
use of images including illustrative
photos and diagrams (Figure 5-5,
left). As is appropriate to a formbased code, the Pattern Book is
divided in T-Zones or Transect
zones rather than traditional land
use zones and emphasizes building
design over land use (Figure 5-6,
below). This organization style is
explained in the book. The zone
applicable to the study area is T6.
While the audience identified in the
Figure 5-5: Shopfront Frontage Standard in Sylvan Lake Pattern Book
Source: (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007, p. 37)

plan is the development
industry and the approving

Figure 5-6: Transect Zones from Sylvan Lake Pattern Book
Source (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007, p. 10)
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authority, a clear step by step procedure is outlined in the document to assist anyone in
deciphering how to apply the Pattern Book to any one particular property. Land uses
appropriate to the T6 zone are briefly described as “High density with residential,
commercial, and retail opportunities in conjunction with the Town of Sylvan Lake Land
Use Bylaw (LUB). “ (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007, p. 18). . The land use descriptor is too
general and the plan defers to the Town of Sylvan Lake Land Use Bylaw for greater
clarity.
The content is appropriate and well-developed through the extensive use of
figures including photos and diagrams to regulate urban design within the study area and
the broader Waterfront Direct Control area designated under the Town of Sylvan Lake
Land Use Bylaw to which the Pattern Book applies. The goal and objectives of the
Pattern Book are achieved by providing plain language guidance on various aspects of
the desired built form including height and setback requirements but also through design
standards for building styles, facades, signage, street trees, lighting and fences.
5.1.4 Main Street Sylvan Lake (50th Street Urban Design Guidelines)

The title and purpose section of the 50th Street Urban Design Guidelines are very
clear. The table of contents includes page numbering for major sections and sub-sections.
The content is organized into numbered sections and sub-sections with numbered clauses
and capitalized Roman numeral sub-paragraphs within sub-sections as necessary.
The document is short at 25 pages. The guidelines are written in the legal style of
a land use by-law however because of its brevity, the design guidelines may be within
easy grasp of the general public. There are eight land use districts or sub-areas described
in the guideline of which seven apply within the study area. Illustrative figures in the
form of photos and drawings are used throughout the text to aid reader understanding
however these are not well labeled or connected to the text. Similar to any land use
bylaw, each of the sub-areas is described through a list of permitted uses, minimum and
maximum building heights, maximum lot coverage and setbacks. Permitted building
forms (e.g. stacked row house, apartment etc) are given for each of the sub-areas. A
maximum façade width is also provided in the description for the High Density
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Residential/Commercial Mixed Use Sub-area A. The guidelines defer many of the
specific design elements to the discretion of the Development Authority.
The content is laid out as per the table of contents. The purpose of the guideline is
to help “50th Street become a vibrant, pedestrian friendly environment “ (Sylvan Lake,
Town of, 2010, p. 3). The guidelines defer many of the specific design element decisions
to the Development Authority and underutilize illustrations of public realm design
elements in this regard (e.g. doors, windows, fenestration, signs, building style etc).
Table 5-1: Clear Plan Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

5.2 Heritage Preservation
None of the plans reviewed had any content specifically addressing old or
heritage building preservation. Downtown Colborne, ON and Truro, NS do have some
older buildings albeit none with designated heritage status within their respective study
areas (Figure 4-2& 4-3, p.4-2). Both of the study areas in Sylvan Lake contain newer,
post 1940s, buildings. Although not present within the downtown study area, the Pattern
Book recognizes that the early homes and cottages along the Sylvan Lake waterfront from
the 1800s were built in the Cape Cod Colonial Style (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007). The
Cape Code Colonial and complimentary styles are identified as the architectural form to
be used in the downtown waterfront including the study area. The Truro Land Use By
Law contains similar architectural guidance for the R7 (Heritage Residential) Zone. The
R7 zone is not applicable to the downtown study area and therefore was not a factor in
the evaluation of the Truro plan. The 50th Street Urban Design Guidelines indicate that
development shall proceed in a contemporary design style.
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Table 5-2: Heritage Preservation Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

5.3 Pedestrian-Friendliness
Imageability, enclosure, human scale, transparency and complexity are used in
this section as a short-hand to describe the elements that make up the qualities
summarized in Table 3-2 (p.3-3) that promote a pedestrian-friendly streetscape. Each of
the plans was reviewed to identify any regulations that promote these qualities within the
study areas.
The Township of Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning By-Law contains very few of
the elements that would promote any of

15.2 REGULATIONS FOR USES PERMITTED IN SECTION 15.1
15.2.1 Minimum Lot Area As existing
15.2.2 Minimum Lot Frontage As existing
15.2.3 Minimum Front Yard 12.0 m (39.37 ft.)
15.2.4 Minimum Exterior Side Yard Width 12.0 m (39.37 ft.)
15.2.5 Minimum Interior Side Yard Width 6.0 m (19.69 ft.)
- except where the interior side lot line abuts a
174
Residential Zone, the minimum interior side
yard shall be 9.0 m (29.53 ft.)
15.2.6 Minimum Rear Yard Depth 7.5 m (24.60 ft.)
15.2.7 Minimum Landscaped Open Space 5%
15.2.8 Maximum Building Height 15.5 m (50.85 ft.)
15.2.9 Maximum Lot Coverage 80% or as existing

the qualities that promote a pedestrian
friendly environment (Figure 5-7, right).
The by-law does permit mixed use
commercial/residential buildings as well
as a variety of commercial uses including
restaurants in the GC and VC zones that
apply in the downtown study area. A
maximum building height provision is

Figure 5-7: Building Regulations in Cramahe Bylaw
Source (Cramahe, Township of, 2008, pp. 173-174)

also provided for the GC and VC zones. Build-to-plane is permitted where the existing
building line may be in non-conformity with the setback requirements in the by-law but is
not promoted. The Township of Cramahe zoning by-law minimally contributes to
promoting imageability, human scale, transparency and complexity in downtown
Colborne.
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The Town of Truro Land Use By Law contains many regulatory elements that
contribute to a pedestrian friendly environment. Regulations are stated in section 6.2.13
to 6.2.17 of the by-law requiring such design elements as a minimum two storey

Figure 5-8: Building Regulation Diagram in Truro Bylaw
Source (Truro, Town of, 2010, pp. 6-12)

buildings, build-to-plane, 75% frontage occupancy, 40% fenestration, building pattern
conformity and step back requirements for buildings higher than 3 storeys (Figure 5-8,
above). Signage regulations are also provided in the General Provisions section. The bylaw permits mixed use commercial/residential buildings as well as a variety of
commercial uses including restaurants in C1 zone that applies to the downtown study
area. The design guidance provided for the Urban Design Area in the Town of Truro
Land Use By-Law is very good at promoting the qualities that contribute to a pedestrian
friendly streetscape.
The Pattern Book for downtown Sylvan Lake provides many details with
illustrative photos and diagrams that promote a pedestrian friendly environment.
Examples include pedestrian friendly standards for various frontages including courtyard
frontages, signage and lighting standards, minimum frontage requirements (i.e. T6
requires a min of 80% of the lot width), maximum and minimum building heights,
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maximum façade widths, glazing standards (min 70% for shop fronts) public art and
street tree standards (Figure 5-9, below). Extensive photos and diagrams are also
provided for architectural details including building materials and colours illustrating
how buildings should look to complement the Cape Cod style adopted by the Waterfront

Figure 5-9: Shopfront Composition Diagram from Sylvan Lake Pattern Book
Source: (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2007, p. 41)

ARP and Pattern Book as the main style for downtown Sylvan Lake. Mixed uses with
ground floor retail/commercial uses including restaurants are permitted.
The Urban Design Guidelines for 50th street contain three mixed use areas within
the plan area. All three of the mixed use residential/commercial areas provide for
minimum and maximum building heights in a human scale of 2-4 storeys. Only sub-area
A provides for a maximum façade width of 15 metres. Sideyard setbacks of 0 m are
required in all 3 of the mixed use zones as well as 0 m front yard setbacks (with a min of
2 or 3 storey building heights depending on the sub-zone), except as otherwise permitted.
Beyond the specific development standards mentioned, some broad general design
statements are provided such as “Development shall be in accordance with a
contemporary style design scheme” (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2010, p. 5), “The finish and
appearance of all buildings on the site, including accessory buildings, shall complement
the other structures located on the same site.” (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2010, p. 5) and
“Deciduous trees, where feasible, shall be planted to shade interior spaces in the summer
and allow direct sunlight in the winter.” (Sylvan Lake, Town of, 2010, p. 6). While the
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guidelines do have some standards that promote a pedestrian friendly environment, the
general guidelines are, in many cases, too vague to establish a specific standard that will
contribute to a pedestrian-friendly streetscape.

Table 5-3: Pedestrian-Friendliness Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

5.4 Follow Design Principles
To evaluate each of the plans with respect to the good downtown principle #4 (Table 3-

1, p.3-6) two variables were used. First, the plan should contain design guidelines and the
second is that the plan should follow established industry best practices in terms of
content.
Form-based codes have a clear standard with the latest Smartcode Version 9.2.
Urban design guidelines have a less clear standard with many text books having been
written on the subject. Dynamic Urban Design (Von Hausen, 2013) is a recent Canadian
text on urban design and is therefore used as the primary standard from which to assess
the urban design guidelines for Sylvan Lake (Main Street).
The Township of Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning By-law is, as the title suggests,
a land use by-law and does not provide nor is it intended to provide design guidelines.
Robertson (2001& 2006) outlines that following design guidelines is one of the principles
of a good downtown and its importance cannot be overlooked. The lack of design rules in
the by-law is a marked shortcoming of traditional land use zoning by-laws.
The Township of Truro Land Use By-Law is unusual in that, although it is a land
use zoning by-law, it does provide design regulations within the Urban Design Area
specified in the by-law which includes the downtown study area. As a hybrid zoning
plan, the Truro plan contains elements of urban design within the predominant land use
regulation sections of the by-law. The question as to how to assess this hybrid zoning byCRACKING THE CODE OF SMALL DOWNTOWNS
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law arises from the question: Is this a hybrid zoning/urban design guideline or a hybrid
zoning/form-based code bylaw?
For the purpose of the analysis, it was decided that it is a hybrid zoning/formbased code, since form-based codes are intended to be written and implemented as
primary regulatory tools (bylaws) as opposed to supplemental policy instruments like
urban design guidelines. The Truro Land Use By-Law is a hybrid tool and cannot be
called a form-based code because it still has the organization of land uses as opposed to
regulation of the built form as the primary purpose. The Truro plan is excellent at
providing sufficient design details for individual buildings to promote a pedestrianfriendly streetscape in the spirit of a form-based code. Details that are missing from the
Truro by-law that are present in the SmartCode v. 9.2 include standards for such public
realm elements as street trees, public lighting, frontage types (i.e. shopfront, gallery,
arcade, forecourt), and thoroughfare types. As a zoning by-law that contains design
requirements, the Truro plan is outstanding.
The Pattern Book for downtown Sylvan Lake is recognized by the Codes Study as
a form-based code, however it is still a supplemental tool to the Town of Sylvan Lake
Land Use ByLaw. The Land Use ByLaw establishes the Waterfront Direct Control
District land use zone and the Pattern Book provides the details on the built form and
associated land uses within the waterfront direct control district. This overlay style of
regulation adds a layer of complexity to the land use and building form controls in Sylvan
Lake. The design details provided through photos and diagrams are excellent and go well
beyond the rudimentary diagrams provided in the SmartCode v. 9.2. The Pattern Book
provides a high level detail with regard to building types, shopfront and façade standards
as well as architectural details. Standards for lighting and plantings are provided albeit
not to the level of detail suggested by the SmartCode version 9.2. Missing from the
Pattern Book are any thoroughfare standards as included in the SmartCode Version 9.2.
The zoning in the Pattern Book is organized using the Transect Zones (T –zones) as
provided in the SmartCode v. 9.2.
The 50th Street (Main Street) Urban Design Guidelines are a supplemental tool to
the Town of Sylvan Lake Land Use ByLaw. Similar to the Pattern Book, the Land-Use
Bylaw establishes the 50th Street Direct Control District (DC-50), and the Urban Design
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Guidelines provide the details to be used to guide development within the direct control
district. Complexity is introduced by having multiple documents to regulate the built
form. Focusing in on the application of the Urban Design Guidelines on the three mixed
use areas of the 50th Street Direct Control District, the Sylvan Lake Urban Design
Guidelines are consistent with the suggested Downtown Built Form guidelines in Von
Hausen (2013) with the exception of encouraging heritage preservation. The 50th Street
Urban Design Guidelines are a result of the planning and consultation process for the 50th
Street Area Re-development Plan (ARP). Local adaptation for urban design guidelines is
also consistent with Von Hausen (2013).
Table 5-4: Follow Design Guidelines Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)

Sylvan Lake (Main
Street)

5.5 Mix Uses/Multifunctional Downtown
“The multiple functions found downtown, including retail, services, government,
housing (which includes nearby neighborhoods), offices, entertainment, religion, and so
on, brings a variety of people to the downtown area for different reasons at different
times of the day and week, thereby ensuring more people including downtown as an
important place in their activity sphere.” (Robertson, 2006, p. 4). Promoting a mix of uses
both horizontally along the street and vertically within buildings is an important factor in
creating a sense of place and fostering economic vitality. All four plans reviewed allow
for mixed use buildings with commercial uses at-grade and above-grade residential as
well as a variety of permitted commercial uses within the study areas.
Table 5-5: Mix Uses/Multifunctional Downtown Ranking
Colborne

Truro

Sylvan Lake
(Downtown)
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5.6 Summary of Plan Analysis
The Truro (HZ) and Sylvan Lake (FBC) ranked higher than plan for 50th Street
(UDG) and, not surprisingly, the zoning by-law for downtown Colborne. Clarity issues in
the written documents plagued all of the plans to varying degrees. A lack of design
details that contribute to creating a good public realm were noted as deficiencies in the
Truro plan and more so in the 50th Street UDG. As a land use regulation, the Township of
Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning Bylaw No. 08-18 faired least well in establishing the
types of urban design guidance needed to promote the pedestrian-friendliness and,
ultimately, the economic vitality of downtown Colborne. Contrary to good practice for
creating a downtown streetscape, the GC and VC zones applicable to downtown
Colborne establish a minimum front yard setback of 40 feet and a sideyard setback of 20
feet that, if followed, would reduce the pedestrian-friendliness and therefore the quality
of downtown Colborne.

Table 5-6: Summary of Plan Rankings

Downtown
Colborne

Downtown Truro

Downtown
Sylvan Lake

Main Street
Sylvan Lake

CLEAR PHYSICAL PLAN
DOWNTOWN HERITAGE
PRESERVATION
PEDESTRIAN FRIENDLINESS
FOLLOW DESIGN
GUIDELINES
MIX USES/MULTIFUNCTIONAL
DOWNTOWN
OVERALL
EVALUATION
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CHAPTER 6 - CONCLUSION
Chapter 4 and 5 provided an analysis of the quality of the built form and current
plans for the downtown study areas in this report. The evaluation of the built form in
Chapter 4 used the method described by Ewing & Clemente (2013) to complete the
analysis. The measurables used by Ewing & Clemente (2013) are connected to the five
principles of a good downtown derived primarily from the work of Robertson (2001 &
2006). Specifically, the pedestrian-friendliness, mixed use and downtown heritage
preservation principles (Table 3-2, p. 3-9) are given observable variables by Ewing &
Clemente (2013). Chapter 5 completed a policy analysis by evaluating the current plans
for each of the study areas against the five principles of a good downtown using the
variables outlined in Table 3-3 (p. 3-10). The scoring forms in Appendix A were used to
guide the data collection used for the analysis and to summarize the “field-notes”
obtained through observation of Google Street View images, document review and
interviews. A qualitative evaluation based on the research notes was completed by
assigning a rank ranging from poor to excellent (Table 4-1, p. 4-1) for each of the criteria
used in Chapter 4 and 5 as well as an overall summary ranking for each study area.
This chapter explores the summary results of the analysis. Conclusions about the
quality of the existing built form and the future plans for the study areas are discussed.
The chapter finishes by answering the research questions, making some
recommendations for downtown Colborne and providing some direction for future
research.
Table 6-1: Summary of Evaluations Rankings
Downtown
Colborne
(Zoning Bylaw)

Downtown
Truro
(Hybrid
Zoning)

Downtown
Sylvan Lake
(Form-Based
Code)

Main Street
Sylvan Lake
(Urban Design
Guideline)

Built form evaluation
Plan evaluation
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6.1 Downtown Colborne
Downtown Colborne has a very good pedestrian-friendly downtown. The main
deficiency is an obvious lack of enclosure due to a weak building height: street width
ratio. Other deficiencies include human scale lighting, outdoor dining opportunities and
some inconsistency in the amount of street furniture and street wall within the study area.
The Township of Cramahe Comprehensive Zoning By-law No. 08-18 serves its
intended purpose of regulating land uses well but it does little to support the type of built
form necessary for downtown revitalization as outlined by Robertson (2001). While an
allowance is made for established building lines, large front and side yard setbacks are
required by the zoning by-law that, if followed, would suburbanize downtown Colborne.
6.2 Downtown Truro
Downtown Truro presents a very good example of a pedestrian-friendly
streetscape. Downtown Truro lacks any formal public squares within the study area as
well any outdoor dining opportunities. Inconsistency in the amount of street trees and
street furniture within the downtown Truro study area as well as a lack of human-scale
lighting was noted.
The Truro plan is an example of a land use by-law that goes above and beyond its
purpose of regulating land uses. Through the Urban Design Area regulations of the bylaw for the downtown, the Truro plan prescribes many details that contribute to a
pedestrian-friendly environment including fenestration, building height, building patterns
and frontage requirements. Clear diagrams are used in the by-law to aid in
communicating the desired built form. Landscaping requirements in terms of street
furniture and street trees are not included in the land use plan. Mixed uses including
restaurants and parks are permitted in the C1 Downtown zone.
The strength of the Truro plan is that while it is written in a legal style, it provides
land use regulations and urban design guidelines in one stand-alone document. Written as
a traditional land use zoning by-law, the structure and content of the plan is familiar to
stakeholders who commonly use the by-law. The Truro Plan, with its combination of land
use regulations and urban design guidelines, will serve the community well by protecting
the quality of the public realm in downtown Truro.
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6.3 Downtown Sylvan Lake
The built form of downtown Sylvan Lake ranked good overall. Lack of enclosure
resulting from building setbacks, single storey buildings and gaps between buildings was
the main deficiency for downtown Sylvan Lake.
The Codes Study (Place Makers, 2013) classifies the Pattern Book as an Other
FBC. True to the classification, the Pattern Book does not strictly follow the SmartCode
v. 9.2 generic Form Based Code. Unlike a true Form-Based Code but much like an urban
design guideline, the Pattern Book is not a stand-alone regulation. The Pattern Book is
authorized through the Town of Sylvan Lake Land Use ByLaw. Written in plain language
and with its extensive use of diagrams and photos, the Pattern Book provides excellent
guidance for improving and the streetscape. The regulation of the built form as opposed
to land use is the clear purpose of the Pattern Book.
While placing an emphasis on the built form above land use regulation is good for
creating a pedestrian-friendly streetscape, the paradigm shift has proved difficult for
some stakeholders in Sylvan Lake. Planned education seminars on using the Pattern
Book will help stakeholders adjust to this new form-based planning regulation.
In a similar study published at the time of final editing of this report, Hansen
(2014, p. 167) validates that form-based codes “have the potential to produce a walkable
urban street”. Where this study used the latest scoring method outlined in Ewing &
Clemente (2013), Hansen (2014) used an earlier 2005 method by Ewing & Clemente to
assess walkability in her research. Similar to the findings in this study study, a central
limitation to the research conducted by Hansen (2014) is the relative newness of formbased codes and the few developments that have been implemented using them.
6.4 Main Street Sylvan Lake
The existing residential and arterial route character of the Main Street study area
of 50th Street resulted in its poor evaluation. The 50th Street Urban Design Guidelines
lack the level of detail provided in illustrations contained in the Pattern Book or even the
Urban Design Area guidelines in the Town of Truro Land Use By-Law. As a product of
the urban design process as outlined by Von Hausen (2013), the 50th Street Urban Design
Guidelines are adequate.
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6.5 Lessons Learned
The research question asked in Chapter 1 was:
 What are the relative advantages of form-based codes (FBC), urban design
guidelines (UDG) and hybrid-zoning (HZ) compared to traditional/euclidian
zoning for guiding the improvement of the built form of a small town central
business district?
Walker and Robertson emphasize the need for good planning of the physical form in
order to create great streetscapes and places that will attract people. Good planning
involves having a clear physical plan that addresses heritage preservation & pedestrianfriendliness, follows design principles and encourages a mix of land uses.
Traditional zoning with its emphasis on land uses is not the ideal instrument to
guide the development of people-friendly streetscapes. While Euclidian zoning is not
ideal for promoting the design of
good downtowns in accordance
with the five principles provided
in this report, it has been around
the longest and is most familiar
to stakeholders that commonly
refer to zoning by-laws.
Form-based codes are
intended as a stand-alone
document in the same way that
Figure 6-1: Zoning vs Form-Based Code
Source: City of Mississauga (2008)

current land use zoning by-laws
exist. By emphasizing building

design over land use control, form-based codes provide much better direction for the
physical planning necessary to build pedestrian-friendly streetscapes as compared with
Euclidian zoning. The model form-based code called the SmartCode encourages the use
of summary tables and illustrations to facilitate understanding of the desired built form.
The photos, illustrations and tables in the Pattern Book for the Town of Sylvan Lake,
clearly demonstrate the desired built form. Form-based codes are commonly organized
into T-zones based on the rural-urban transect rather than the residential, commercial and
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industrial zones common to Euclidian zoning. There are currently about 5007 form-based
codes in the U.S.A. and Canada with the majority being in the U.S.A. There are currently
no form-based codes in Ontario. While form-based code represents the best available
planning tool to guide urban form in a single regulatory document, they are a departure
from the norm.
The hybrid-zoning exemplified by the Town of Truro Land Use By-Law provides
an intermediary and incremental step between traditional Euclidian zoning and formbased codes. While the Truro plan provides illustrations to better regulate urban design, it
maintains a traditional land use control emphasis and land use designation nomenclature.
While much has been written about urban design, its process and products, there is no
clear standard as to what makes for a good urban design guideline. The SmartCode
provides a clear standard from which to base and evaluate form-based codes.
6.6 Recommendation
Form-based codes are the current ideal for regulating the built form, however,
they may be too large a leap for many smaller Canadian municipalities that could lack the
technical resources and political support to make cutting edge departures from the norm.
Case in point, starting in 2010 the community of Revelstoke B.C. attempted to introduce
a form-based code to be called the Unified Development By-Law (UDB). The
development of the UDB was quietly abandoned in 2013 due to technical, legal and
political concerns8.
Talen (2013) summarizes that even in the U.S. where form-based codes are most
prevalent, less than 1% of incorporated municipalities are using form-based codes. Talen
(2013, p. 195) also concludes that “there are also numerous forces working against formbased coding, such as developers who view the codes as a type of down-zoning, property
owners fearful of tax increases, residents fearful of density increases, and architects and
planners who view FBCs as too constraining from a design point of view.” . On a more
positive note, Talen (2013) provides the examples of the major cities of Miami and
Denver that have adopted form-based coding, as well as Buffalo that has indicated the
7
8

http://www.placemakers.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/CodesStudy_May2013_WEB.htm
http://www.revelstoketimesreview.com/news/197845191.html
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intention to replace conventional zoning with form-based code in their community
comprehensive plan. Larger centres with greater resources may be more inclined to adopt
form-based coding. Hybrid zoning, however, is likely a more manageable and
incremental step for smaller municipalities in that it maintains greater continuity with
existing zoning practices.
The award-winning Town of Truro Land Use By-Law provides an excellent
standard to follow. It is recommended that the Township of Cramahe incorporate and
build upon the type of urban design area regulations contained in the Town of Truro Land
Use By-Law. With a hybrid zoning by-law in place, a form-based code may become an
easier step at a later date as familiarity is increased with design based zoning.
While development and growth may be slow in the Township of Cramahe in
comparison to larger urban centres, it is important that the right type of planning controls
be in place so that when development does occur in the downtown, the urban fabric is
enhanced. As was demonstrated in Chapter 4, downtown Colborne is already a very good
place. With the right planning tool, the public realm of downtown Colborne will be
protected and enhanced.
6.7 Future Research
All the urban design plans reviewed in this report are relatively new with the
Pattern Book being the oldest dating back to 2007. As a result, none of the study areas
examined had yet to have any significant redevelopment approved under the new plans.
Future studies may wish to examine how form-based codes, urban design guidelines
and/or hybrid zoning tools improve the urban form in comparison to Euclidian zoning.
Another research opportunity exists in identifying the best available downtown urban
design guidelines that are currently in use, perhaps using the criteria and evaluation
method established in this report. The opportunity to conduct built environment and/or
plan analysis using the method in Ewing & Clemente (2013) in a quantitative research
design also exists. To support the introduction of form-based codes into smaller Canadian
communities, it would be worthwhile to investigate the specific factors that resulted in
the success of implementing a form-based code for downtown Sylvan Lake and likewise
the factors that led Revelstoke to abandon the development of their form-based code.
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Appendix A: SCORING FORMS
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SCORING FORM: BUILT FORM ANALYSIS
IMAGEABILITY
Step
Accessible courtyards, plazas, parks
and gardens
Visible/prominent major landscape
features
Proportion of historic (old)
buildings/block (exclude thru streets
Buildings with identifiers
Buildings with nonrectangular
shapes
Presence of outdoor dining
ENCLOSURE
Long sight lines
Proportion of street wall
Proportion of sky
Street trees
HUMAN SCALE
Long sight lines
Proportion window (streetlevel/block)
Building height
Small planters
Pieces of street furniture & other
street items
Outdoor dining tables
Lights on buildings (not more than
10 ft high)
TRANSPARENCY
Proportion window (street
level/block)
Proportion street wall
Proportion active use/block
Number businesses/ types
COMPLEXITY
Buildings
Basic building colours
Accent colours
Presence of outdoor dining
Pieces of public art

Process
Count

Recorded Value

Count
Est (0.10)
Count
Count
Y=1/N=0
Count (0-3)
Est (0.10)
Est (0.10)
Presence (Your side, Opposite,
Median)
Count (0-3)
Est (0.10)
Average est.
Count
Count
Count
Count

Est (0.10)
Est (0.10)
Est (0.10)
Count/count
Count
Count
Count
Y=1/N=0
Count
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Y O M

SCORING FORM: PLAN ANALYSIS
Clear Physical Plan
Step
Structure

Process
Assess clear
organization/layout.
Style
How is it written?
Appropriateness of style.
Content
What is written and how well
is it written?
Downtown Heritage Preservation
Old/heritage
Presence of heritage/old
building
building policies (Y/N)
preservation
policy
Provide for pedestrian-friendliness
Imageability
Assess policy quality on open
spaces, signage, heritage,
sidewalks.
Enclosure
Assess setback requirements,
building heights
Human Scale
Assess policies on lighting,
signage, street furniture,
building height.
Transparency
Assess permitted land uses,
window/door spacing
requirements.
Complexity
Assess public art/open space
requirements, colour,
building material policies
Follow Design Principles
Plan follows
Design standards are
design standards
indicated in the plan
Mix Uses/Multifunctional Downtown
Mixed use
Assess permitted building
buildings are
uses (i.e.
permitted
residential/commercial mix)
A range of land
Assess range of permitted
uses are permitted land uses

Recorded Value
Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great
Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great
Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Yes/No

Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Feet/Metres
Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Range Poor/Fair/Average/Good/Great

Yes/No

Count
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